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ABSTRACT

This study analyzes a method of constructing a homogeneous, high-resolution global atmospheric hindcast.

The method is the spectral nudging technique, which was applied to a state-of-the-art general circulationmodel

(ECHAM6, T255L95). Large spatial scales of the global climate model prognostic variables were spectrally

nudged toward a reanalysis dataset (NCEP-1, T62L28) for the past few decades. The main idea is the addition

of dynamically consistent regional weather details to the coarse-grid NCEP-1 reanalysis. A large number of

sensitivity experiments was performed, using different nudging e-folding times, vertical profiles, wavenumbers,

and variables. Comparisons with observations and several reanalyses showed a high dependency on the vari-

ations of the nudging configuration. At the global scale, the accordance is very high for extratropical regions and

lower in the tropics. A wavenumber truncation of 30, a relatively short e-folding time of 50min, and a plateau-

shaped nudging profile applied only to divergence and vorticity generally yielded the best results. This is one of

the first global spectral nudging hindcast studies and the first applying an altitude-dependent profile to selected

prognostic variables. The method can be applied to reconstructing the history of extreme events such as intense

storms within the context of ongoing climate change.

1. Introduction

Reanalysis data play an important role in assessing

climate statistics and evaluating global and regional

climate models. Great efforts are being undertaken to

improve the combination of data assimilation and nu-

merical weather prediction to record the most realistic

state of the atmosphere at all scales. Producing this kind

of data is very time consuming and cost intensive. Re-

cently, reanalysis data became available at high resolu-

tions; however, most datasets covering a longer time

period are at resolutions of about 200km. An economic

and effective approach to produce a ‘‘poor man’s’’ re-

analysis at the regional scale is the spectral nudging

method, first introduced by Waldron et al. (1996) for

limited area models and later extended by von Storch

et al. (2000) for applications in a regional climate model

(RCM). For certain weather situations, the RCM tends

to deviate from the observed state as a result of inter-

nal model variability. The spectral nudging technique

‘‘nudges’’ the large spatial scales of the RCM toward the

large scales of the reanalysis data in order to reduce these

deviations and to achieve an atmospheric state close to the

observed one. The idea behind this is that the reanalysis is

well resolved at the global spatial scale and therefore

should be close to the RCM results at these scales. This is

not the case for the regional scales, as these are only re-

solved in the RCM and therefore spectral nudging is not

applied for small-scale weather systems. The nudging

technique is generally not applied to near-surface model

levels wheremost of the regional processes take place (i.e.,

because of orographic features and land–sea contrast).

Within the past few yearsmany spectral nudging sensitivity

studies were performed within the context of nested re-

gional models that analyzed the effects of the choice of

vertical nudging profiles, nudging strength, wavenumber

truncation, varying domain sizes, and meteorological var-

iables (Riette and Caya 2002; Miguez-Macho et al. 2004;

Miguez-Macho et al. 2005; Radu et al. 2008; Alexandru

et al. 2009). A major problem is the determination of an
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optimal e-folding time. If the e-folding time is too short, the

model results will be dominated by the forcing and it is

possible that dynamical imbalances in the observationswill

be spuriously amplified. On the other hand, a long e-fold-

ing time could have the effect that the influence of the

observations is not large enough. Recently, the spectral

nudging method was successfully applied by Yoshimura

and Kanamitsu (2008) in a high-resolution atmospheric

general circulation model (GCM) at a resolution of

T248L28, which corresponds to a gridpoint distance of

about 50 km on the quadratic transform grid. Yoshimura

and Kanamitsu used the National Centers for Environ-

mental Prediction NCEP-2 reanalysis dataset as forcing

for the year 2001. Kim and Hong (2012) performed a

31-yr global hindcast simulation (1979–2011) by using the

same nudging technique and forcing data in a GCM

with a lower horizontal and vertical resolution (T126L28)

with a spatial resolution of about 100km in the gridpoint

distance. Kim andHong used amodified spectral nudging

technique where all prognostic variables for selected

zonal wavenumbers were nudged height independently.

A preservation of zonally averaged temperature and

moisture fields was enforced. These studies showed that

an improvement of the daily variability of precipitation

and a correction of the inherent biases in the reanalysis

can be achieved using more realistic model physics.

In a first global nudging sensitivity study, Jeuken et al.

(1996) adapted the global European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses in a three-

dimensional dynamical upscaling process to force the

atmospheric GCM ECHAM3 at low resolution (T21L19).

However, the nudging configuration was modified to op-

timize the transport of dust and sea salt in ECHAM4

(T42L19) (Timmreck and Schulz 2004). In another sensi-

tivity study for the global models CAM5 (1.98 latitude 3
2.58 longitude with 30 vertical layers) and ECHAM6–

HAM2 (T63L31), Zhang et al. (2014) suggested a wind-

only nudging approach to studying the aerosol indirect ef-

fects. Matthias et al. (2015) used the nudged version of

CMAM to study meteorological quantities in the middle

atmosphere up to 100km. In addition to the studies of

Yoshimura and Kanamitsu (2008) and Kim and Hong

(2012), only Scinocca et al. (2016) have applied the spectral

nudging technique in aGCM(CanESM2atT63L35) so far.

A height-independent nudging profile with a relaxation

time of 24h for wind, temperature, and specific humidity

was taken to force the model fields toward the ERA-

Interim truncated at T21. The newly generated dataset in

turn drives a regional model that employs exactly the same

physics package. This new approach may represent a

promising method for downscaling climate predictions.

In the present study we use ECHAM6 at high reso-

lution (T255L95) to analyze the sensitivity of spectral

nudging to various parameters. We largely extended the

work of Jeuken et al. (1996) and Zhang et al. (2014) by

adding various height profiles and by adding the possi-

bility to nudge selectively the various wavenumbers. We

assess the quality of each nudging configuration for a

global dynamical downscaling with ECHAM6.

As the model system is not changing over time, it can be

used to produce a long-term high-resolution climate re-

construction. Global regionalizations of this kind are es-

pecially valuable formeso- and small-scale features that are

not represented in coarser long-term reanalysis products.

For instance, the path and strength of hurricanes, medi-

canes, and extratropical storms; precipitation patterns over

complex structured terrain; or regional temperature and

precipitation features can be simulated realistically in the

hindcast. This also applies to extreme events such as heat

waves or hydrological events related to floods and

droughts. Such a long-term hindcast could provide more

robust conclusions related to climate variability.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we

give a brief description of the global spectral model

ECHAM6 and a theoretical overview of the global

spectral nudging technique. The design of the sensitivity

experiments is presented in section 3. In section 4, re-

sults of the experiments performed are shown and

compared with various datasets. Finally, the summary

and conclusions are given in section 5.

2. Model and spectral nudging technique

a. ECHAM6

In this study, we use the sixth generation of the general

circulation model ECHAM, version ECHAM-6.1.00

(Giorgetta et al. 2013b), as it was used for the CMIP5

model intercomparison project (Giorgetta et al. 2013a).

Originally, this model was based on the numerical weather

model of theECMWFbut containsmanymodifications for a

better adaptation to climate research. We do not couple the

model to an ocean model, as was done for the CMIP5 sim-

ulations, but prescribe monthly averaged sea surface tem-

perature (SST) and sea ice coverage as given by the NCEP–

NCAR (Kalnay et al. 1996) reanalysis dataset. This ensures

that the lower boundary conditions are compatible with the

nudging data that will be used to force near-realistic large-

scale dynamics in the model. Furthermore, a land and veg-

etationmodel is coupled to theGCM.ECHAM6is a spectral

model that uses an expansion in spherical harmonics of

logarithm of the surface pressure, atmospheric temperature,

divergence, and vorticity in its dynamical core, namely

X(l,m,h, t)5 �
M

m52M
�

N(M)

n5jmj
Xm

n (h, t)P
m
n (m)e

iml , (1)
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where X denotes a prognostic variable as a function of

longitude l, sine of latitude m, vertical coordinate h, and

the time t; m denotes the zonal wavenumber; and n the

total wavenumber. To get a triangular truncation in the

wavenumber space, the condition N 5 M has to be ful-

filled. The Pm
n s are the associated Legendre functions of

the first kind. In addition to the spectrally represented

variables, specific humidity, cloud water, and cloud ice

are time integrated only in gridpoint space.

ECHAM6 was run at the low-resolution (LR) T63L47

spectral resolution for theCMIP5 initiative, but we use the

extra-high-resolution (XR) T255L95 for our downscaling

experiments. The T255 resolution means a triangular

truncation at total wavenumber 255 and a quadratic

transform grid with a grid distance of 50km at the equator.

The L95 vertical resolution uses 95 hybrid terrain-

following coordinates up to an altitude of 0.01hPa,

which corresponds to a height of about 80km above the

sea surface. The semi-implicit time integration scheme

has a time step of 120 s.

b. The spectral nudging technique

Spectral nudging minimizes deviations of a weather or

climate model using a reference reanalysis or observa-

tion dataset at selected large spatial scales. These scales

normally encompass large weather phenomena, which

are well resolved in the forcing data, such as Rossby

waves, large pressure systems, or trade winds. This may

also include smaller weather systems, if the reanalysis

features higher resolution. These scales should not be

altered by the RCM or GCM since they are already well

resolved in the forcing reanalysis or other reference

datasets. In the following we will describe the applica-

tion of spectral nudging for a GCM. The large-scale

dynamic state produced by ECHAM6 at time t on a

sigma-hybrid level h can be represented by the complex-

valued amplitude X(h, t) for each spectral coefficient

of a meteorological variable to be nudged. The spectral

nudging technique consists of adding an additional re-

laxation term to the prognostic equations for the spec-

tral coefficients. These equations take the following

form in spectral space:

›Xm
n (h, t)

›t
5Fm

n (h, t)1Gm
n (h)[X

m(reana)
n (h, t)2 Xm

n (h, t)],

(2)

where Fm
n (h, t) denotes the model forcing including all

physical and dynamical processes, Xm(reana)
n (h, t) the driv-

ing data given by the NCEP-1 reanalysis, and Gm
n (h) the

nudging coefficient.

For the time integration of Eq. (2), the nudging is

performed in two steps. First, the model forcing Fm
n (h, t)

is calculated, yielding a new value for the prognostic

variable Xm*
n (h, t1Dt) in the pre-nudging process:

Xm*
n (h, t1Dt)5Xm

n t
(h, t)1Fm

n (h, t)Dt . (3)

In a second implicit time step, the nudging procedure

will be performed by adding the relaxation term

Gm
n (h)[X

m(reana)
n (h, t1Dt)2 Xm

n (h, t1Dt)]:

Xm
n (h, t1Dt)5Xm*

n (h, t1Dt)

1
Gm

n (h)Dt

11Gm
n (h)Dt

[Xm(reana)
n (h, t1Dt)

2Xm*
n (h, t1Dt)], (4)

which results in the new value Xm
n (h, t1Dt). In the fol-

lowing, we suppress the indices for zonal wavenumberm

and total wavenumber n if the same values of these

quantities are applied to all specified wavenumbers. In

the relaxation term, we define t(h) :5 1/G(h) as the

nudging e-folding time.

c. Preprocessing of the NCEP-1 reanalysis data

For our study we used 6-hourly NCEP-1 reanalysis

data, from 1948 to the present day. Our approach uses a

Gaussian grid of 192 3 96 grid points, being equivalent

to a gridpoint distance of about 210 km at the equator.

NCEP-1 reanalysis data are provided in gridpoint space

at a resolution that corresponds to the T62L28 spec-

tral resolution on terrain-following sigma-hybrid

levels, whereas a spectral resolution of T255L95 will be

used for the spectral nudging in the atmospheric general

circulation model ECHAM6. The data processing con-

sists of two steps: (i) vertical interpolation and (ii)

transformation into spectral space on each of the 95

sigma-hybrid levels. The temperature and horizontal

wind components of the NCEP-1 data are interpolated

in the vertical from pressure coordinates to the 95 sigma-

hybrid levels of ECHAM6. In this step, the orography of

ECHAM6 interpolated onto the T62 Gaussian grid is

taken into account. In the second step, divergence and

vorticity of the wind field are calculated from u and y,

and the four quantities vorticity, divergence, atmo-

spheric temperature, and the logarithm of the surface

pressure (in the following dytp) are then transformed to

spectral space at spectral resolution T62. Finally, the

data are extended to T255 by adding zeros for spectral

coefficients with a higher total wavenumber. It should,

however, be noted that the time interval of 6 h between

consecutive NCEP-1 time steps limits the lower

boundary of the applicable e-folding time in order to

avoid a nonrealistic evolution of the large-scale fields

(Omrani et al. 2012).
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3. Nudging experiments

To analyze long-term weather statistics, a long-term

and homogeneous meteorological dataset is needed. The

most suitable nudging configuration has to be determined

for ECHAM6 to produce a new high quality global

analysis dataset. This dataset should feature the most

realistic representation of meteorological weather phe-

nomena, ranging from the small scale onto the mesoscale

and to the large scale. One of our main foci for future

studies will be detecting and tracking realistic intense

storms, such as polar lows, medicanes, and tropical cy-

clones. An optimized nudging configuration should yield

the most realistic storm simulation. In the following, we

give an overview of the studied nudging configurations.

a. Experiment names

In this article,wewill adopt the followingnameconvention

for the individual experiments TNumber_HP_tNumber_NV,

where TNumber stands for the wavenumber truncation,

HP for the selected height profile, tNumber is the e-folding

time, and NV symbolizes the variables that were

spectrally nudged.

The truncation wavenumbers used here range from 5

to 62. The height profile can be parabolic (pa), plateau-

shaped (pl), or constant (vc). The e-folding time was

varied between 5.5 and 5000min. The variables that

were nudged are vorticity y, divergence d, temperature t,

and the logarithm of the surface pressure p or combi-

nations of these.

b. The e-folding time

The first component of the nudging configuration, the

nudging strength, will be described by the relaxation time

t 5 1/G. The relaxation time describes the e-folding time

by which the difference in the driving data decays when all

other processes are ignored. The larger t is, the weaker is

the nudging effect. To achieve a realistic time develop-

ment of high-resolution weather phenomena and a con-

current conservation of the large-scale state of the entire

global atmosphere, the choice of the e-folding time should

be made carefully. In the following, the symbol t5.5 stands

for a chosen e-folding time of 5.5min. The spectral nudg-

ing strengths depicted as e-folding times and the corre-

sponding relaxation coefficients are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the e-folding time t and its corre-

sponding relaxation coefficient G for each prognostic

variable vorticity, divergence, temperature, and loga-

rithm of surface pressure in ECHAM6, as used by

Jeuken et al. (1996).

c. Height profiles

Additionally, different functions describing the height

dependence of the nudging coefficient were applied.

Jeuken et al. (1996) used a height-independent nudging

e-folding time (differing for techam_y, techam_d, techam_t,

and techam_p, where y 5 vorticity, d 5 divergence, t 5
temperature, and p5 the logarithm of surface pressure).

However, in regional modeling a vertically increasing

strength for spectral nudging is often implemented.

Studies by von Storch et al. (2000), Zahn et al. (2008),

and Rockel et al. (2008) for regional models like the

Regional Model (REMO; Jacob and Podzun 1997) or

the climate version of the Lokalmodell (CCLM) of the

German Weather Service (Rockel et al. 2008; Steppeler

et al. 2003) use spectral nudging with a vertical height

profile starting above a level of 850hPa. The strength

increases quadratically, like a parabola (hereafter ab-

breviated by pa; Fig. 1a), up to the model’s top. In the

present study a global setup is used, which includes high

mountains in North and South America as well as in

Asia. Therefore, vertical profiles were chosen that only

start at the 750-hPa pressure level and end sharply at

3 hPa, as above this level no NCEP-1 data are available.

Close to the surface the ECHAM6 flow should develop

freely as most regional processes take place there. We

also tested a plateau-shaped profile (hereafter denoted

as pl; Fig. 1b), which is nearly constant between the two

considered pressure levels. Outside of this zone of

maximum strength of nudging, values decrease rapidly.

Figure 1c shows the height-constant profile (hereafter

abbreviated as vc) for the relaxation coefficients for the

four prognostic ECHAM6 variables used by Jeuken

et al. (1996) and Kaas et al. (2000). The nudging is ap-

plied at levels of the ECHAM6-hybrid vertical co-

ordinate, and in Fig. 1 pressure values were deduced

from these levels assuming a surface pressure of

1013.25 hPa. Note that the pressure of a hybrid surface is

significantly lower in the lower atmosphere above

mountains where an upward shift of the nudging profile

occurs. This approach offers the advantage that nudging

TABLE 1. Analyzed spectral nudging strengths depicted as e-folding

times t (min) and the corresponding relaxation coefficients

G (31025 s21).

tx (min) 5.5 10 50 100 500 5000

G (31025 s21) 300.0 166.6 32.9 16.4 3.2 0.3

TABLE 2. Analyzed e-folding times t in min for each ECHAM6

variable with techam_y for vorticity, techam_d for divergence, techam_t

for temperature, and techam_p for the logarithm of surface pressure,

as well as the corresponding relaxation coefficientG in 1025 (s21).

Variable y d t p

techam_x (min) 360 2880 1440 1440

G (31025 s21) 4.63 0.58 1.16 1.16
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is used in a terrain-following manner in the lower tro-

posphere and at pressure levels in the upper atmosphere.

d. Horizontal profiles of spectral coefficients in the
wavenumber spectrum

For the spectral truncation of the nudging fields a

triangular truncation was chosen (Fig. 2). Triangular

truncation means that only spectral coefficients with total

wavenumbers less than nnudge are nudged while for a

zonal truncation all spectral coefficients below a zonal

wavenumber mnudge are incorporated in the nudging

procedure. The illustrated triangle shows only the com-

mon intersection of the NCEP-1’s and ECHAM6’s spec-

tral space up to n5 62. The nudged wavenumber sectors

are shown in light blue. The part of the triangle where

no nudging takes place is shaded in dark blue. In the

formerECHAM(ECHAM3–ECHAM5) nudging studies

(Jeuken et al. 1996; Bauer et al. 2008; Eden et al. 2012),

the authors did not select wavenumbers for relaxation.

First, the effect of the truncation wavenumber for the

triangular truncation of the spectrally nudged ECHAM6

model will be investigated in comparison with the re-

analysis data. The selected truncation wavenumbers

are 5 (T05, ;8000-km wavelength), 11 (T11, ;3636-km

wavelength), 21 (T21, ;1905-km wavelength), 30 (T30,

;1333-km wavelength), 42 (T42, ;952-km wavelength),

and 62 (T62,;645-km wavelength). The agreement with

ERA-Interim is analyzed for different types of trunca-

tion. Next, the influence of the chosen vertical profile (pa,

pl, or vc) and nudging strength (from t5.5 to t5000) is ex-

amined and discussed. Finally, the accordance between

ERA-Interim and different spectrally nudged variables is

analyzed. The various sensitivity experiments performed

are outlined in Table 3.

Additionally, we performed two experiments, one

without any spectral nudging and the other using the

spectral nudging configuration after Jeuken et al. (1996),

FIG. 1. Different vertical profiles of the relaxation coefficient

G (31025 s21). (a) Profile in the form of a parabola (pa), (b) profile

in form of a plateau (pl), and (c) a vertically constant profile (vc)

separated for the meteorological variables divergence (light blue

line), temperature, logarithm of surface pressure (blue line), and

vorticity (dark blue line) as used in Jeuken et al. (1996) and Kaas

et al. (2000). The various profiles in (a) and (b) refer to the e-folding

times 5.5 (red), 10 (orange), 50 (yellow), 100 (light blue), and

500min (dark blue). The profile for t5000 is not shown in

(a) because the relaxation coefficient is too small for the display.

Note the different scale in (c).

FIG. 2. Triangular truncation. The letters m and n denote zonal

and total wavenumbers, respectively. All spectrally nudged areas

are colored in light blue. Areas that were not spectrally nudged are

displayed in dark blue.
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where all available spectral coefficients were nudged

height independently up to total wavenumber 62

(T62_vc_techam_dytp).

4. Results

Because of computational restrictions and the large

number of sensitivity experiments performed, most of

the simulations carried out with modified nudging con-

figurations have a length of only 2months and an addi-

tional spinup time of another month. We focus on

October 2004 because it was a storm-active month,

which is one of our main research foci for future appli-

cations of this GCMmodel setup. Additionally, extreme

events such as storms are a demanding task for climate

models and thus present an appropriate test case for

sensitivity studies. To gain a restart file for the numerous

experiments in October, we performed a 1-yr experiment

with ECHAM6 by using the spectral nudging configura-

tion T42_pa_t10_dy. The simulation was started during

October 2003 so as to let the model adapt over a suffi-

ciently long period to the nudging mode.

a. Wavenumber spectrum

The calculation of the wavenumber spectrum is one of

the statistical methods used to investigate the degree of

correlation among the spectral coefficients (imaginary

and real) between the spectrally nudged ECHAM6 and

NCEP-1. The effect of spectral nudging on vorticity is

displayed in Fig. 3. A very high level of agreement can

be stated for wavenumbers up to 42 at 500 hPa in the

simulation T42_pa_t10_dy (Fig. 3c). The part where the

nudging takes place is characterized by high values close

to one. The nonnudged part shows much smaller cor-

relations. Although the spectrally nudged domain is

sharply confined at total wavenumber n 5 42, it seems

that the nudged field triggers an increase in correlation

of the adjacent higher wavenumbers that were not

nudged. Varying the nudging strength tx for the setup

T42_pa_tx_dy has a strong impact on the simulated

fields. This is shown in Figs. 3a–c for the e-folding times

t5000, t100, and t10. Time t5000 shows small correlation

values between the spectral coefficients of nudged

ECHAM6 and NCEP-1 and only for the large scales up

to total wavenumber n5 5. For n. 5, the correlation is

very small and partly negative (Fig. 3a). This nudging

configuration virtually resembles the results of a non-

nudged run where nearly all spectral coefficients have

very small or no correlation with NCEP-1 (not shown).

With increasing nudging strength the domain with

higher correlation values becomes larger.

We evaluated the effects of nudging different

atmospheric variables for varying height profiles.

The vertically constant ECHAM6 spectral nudging

(T42_vc_techam_x) for vorticity only gives high corre-

lations comparable to the plateau-shaped profile. The

additional nudging of surface pressure reveals nearly

no change. However, adding divergence and tempera-

ture as nudging variables leads to further increases in the

correlation values. Since the nudging is not applied in

the boundary layer for the parabolic and plateau pro-

files, the correlations in spectral space become smaller

for 1000-hPa vorticity. However, the reduction in the

correlation is smaller for the plateau nudging profile, so

that in the experiment T42_pl_t10_dy the correlation in

the nudged range of the spectrum is always above 70%.

For very small total wavenumbers (,21) the correlation

remains close to 90% at 1000hPa (not shown).

b. Energy spectra

Energy spectra can deliver valuable information

about the transfer of turbulent enstrophy from large to

small scales in the atmosphere. This can be used to show

how the spectral nudging modifies this transfer and if it

possibly leads to spurious results. In Fig. 4, the power

spectra of the global kinetic energy at the hybrid levels

75, 82, and 95, which approximately correspond to 250-,

500-, and 1000-hPa pressure altitude over flat terrain, are

shown for NCEP-1 (dark blue line) and the ECHAM6

experiment T42_pa_t10_dy (light blue line). A formula

described by Nozawa and Yoden (1997) that relates

kinetic energy to spectral vorticity coefficients was used

to calculate the spectrum. It was found that even in

the non-nudging experiment the agreement between

ECHAM6 and NCEP-1 is large. The usage of spectral

nudging shifts the energy spectrum closer to theNCEP-1

TABLE 3. Combinations of the nudging parameters in the various experiments. The last column provides the selected vertical nudging

profile. The x in the experiment name is a placeholder for the parameter that was varied.

Truncation (n) Tx_pa_t10_dy 5 11 21 30 42 62 pa-height profile

Tx_pl_t10_dy 5 — 21 30 42 62 pl-height profile

Tx_pl_t50_dy — — 21 30 42 — pl-height profile

e-folding time (min) T42_pa_tx_dy 5.5 10 50 100 500 5000 pa-height profile

T42_pl_tx_dy — 10 50 100 — — pl-height profile

Variable T42_pa_t10_x y dy dyt dytp — — pa-height profile

T42_vc_techam_x y dy dyt dytp — — vc-height profile
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spectrum in the nudged wavenumber range. For total

wavenumbers up to 42 (Tx_pa_t10_dy), the power

spectra of both datasets are nearly identical at 250 and

500hPa for the parabolic profile. The well-coinciding

curves for lower wavenumbers demonstrate that the

nudging of large-scale information works correctly in this

run. For higher wavenumbers, ECHAM6 has a larger

amount of kinetic energy. The inertial subrange splits into a

low-wavenumber part (;n25/3) and a high-wavenumber

part (;n23). The latter ranges to much higher wave-

numbers in ECHAM6. In the boundary layer the agree-

ment between both spectra deviates for total wavenumbers

1 and 2. The slopes of the spectra become flatter in the

lower part of the atmosphere. By increasing the nudging

wavenumber, a more accentuated dip appears at the

FIG. 3. The correlations of vorticity at 500 hPa in spectral space

between the nudged ECHAM6 model fields and the corresponding

NCEP-1 data for the (a)T42_pa_t5000_dy, (b) T42_pa_t100_dy, and (c)

T42_pa_t10_dy runs. FIG. 4. Kinetic energy spectra for ECHAM6 (light blue) and

NCEP-1 (dark blue) for experiment T42_pa_t10_dy at hybrid levels

(a) 75 (corresponding to 250 hPa), (b) 82 (corresponding to

500 hPa), and (c) 95 (corresponding to 1000 hPa). The orange lines

are for n23 and the red ones for n25/3.
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transition point between the nudged and nonnudged

spectral ranges (wavenumber 42). We think that this dip

is a result of the different kinetic energy levels of

ECHAM6 and NCEP-1. ECHAM6 generally has a

higher level and is reduced by the nudging to the lower

NCEP-1 energy level for smaller wavenumbers.

c. Comparison of 850-hPa temperature and 200-hPa
zonal wind fields with ERA-Interim

In this section, we analyze the agreement between the

nudged ECHAM6 and the ERA-Interim (Dee et al.

2011) by calculating the statistical measures time corre-

lation (tc) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) for me-

teorological quantities at their typical levels. For the

comparisons, we chose temperature (850hPa) and zonal

wind (200hPa) because they are relevant variables for the

entire troposphere. To depict the tc and RMSE in a more

compact form, three zones were defined: the extratropics

in the Northern Hemisphere (22.58–908N), the tropical

zone (22.58N–22.58S), and the extratropics in the Southern
Hemisphere (22.58–908S). Figure 5a illustrates the corre-

sponding changes for tc and RMSE as a function of

nudging e-folding time. A large nudging time scale of t5000
shows a distinct decrease of the tc and a corresponding

increase of RMSE in the extratropical regions. The lower

the applied e-folding time, the better the results are with

regard to tc and RMSE (experiment T42_pa_t10_dy).

Close to the equator, the tc and RMSE show less agree-

ment with ERA-Interim and the influence of the nudging

strength decreases. Figure 5b shows the tc and RMSE as a

function of nudging wavenumber, which ranges from

nonnudged T0 to nudged wavenumber T42. Starting from

T0 and moving toward T42, the correlation grows strongly

up to T21 and then shows nearly constant high values for

the extratropical latitudes up to T42. The correlation for

the Northern Hemisphere exhibits higher values than

those for the Southern Hemisphere. In the tropics, the tc is

clearly smaller and its upward trend already ends at

wavenumber 11.

Figures 6a and 6b show the dependencies of tc and

RMSE to the nudging e-folding times and truncation for

the zonal wind at 200hPa. In the higher-wavenumber

FIG. 5. (a) Time correlations (solid lines) and RMSEs (dashed

lines) for the temperature at 850 hPa as a function of e-folding time

t. Shown are different regions, the tropical zone (orange), extra-

tropics of the Northern Hemisphere (dark blue), and extratropics

of the Southern Hemisphere (light blue). (b) As in (a), but as

a function of the nudging truncation (wavenumber range).

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the 200-hPa zonal wind.
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range, the tc for zonal wind is higher than for tempera-

ture for the three selected regions. A clear decrease in tc

starts at truncation values below T21 (Fig. 6b). An op-

posite trend was found in the RMSE. Interestingly, the

difference between the tc in the tropics and extratropics

is much lower for 200-hPa zonal wind than for 850-hPa

temperature (see Fig. 5).

d. Snapshots of nudged and nonnudged global 2-m
temperature field

Figure 7a shows the 2-m temperature dry adiabatically

reduced to sea level in simulation T42_pa_t10_dy at a

single time while in Fig. 7b the differences between

these results and those of NCEP-1 are displayed. Note

that the 2-m temperature was not nudged for this sim-

ulation. Larger deviations are mainly visible over land

areas and likely occur as a result of the higher resolved

orography in ECHAM6. In addition, too high temper-

atures result over the Midwest and the Sahara while too

low temperatures can be seen over a large area of the

Antarctic. Comparing the 2-m temperature of the non-

nudged simulations with NCEP-1 (Fig. 7c) reveals much

larger differences. This simulation without spectral

nudging was performed in accordance with the Atmo-

spheric Model Intercomparison Project standard (Gates

1992) (in the following denoted as AMIP-type simula-

tion) using monthly SSTs and sea ice information of

NCEP-1. As only these variables are provided at the

lower boundary, the hindcast skills of this AMIP-type

simulation are limited. The large differences compared

to NCEP-1 are not surprising as the atmosphere has a

predictability time scale, that is much below the in-

tegration time of the model simulation without nudging.

Therefore, atmospheric fields of the nonnudged simu-

lations generally do not correlate well with the NCEP-1

reanalysis results. Spectral nudging decreases these dif-

ferences quite efficiently, with the exception of the

Antarctic region. It is important to note that here just a

single GCM without spectral nudging was shown. An

ensemble simulation would lead to very different results

between the ensemble members since the importance of

the initial conditions is large when not using spectral

nudging (Weisse and Feser 2003).

e. Comparison of 2-m temperature fields with
ERA-Interim

For these comparisons the atmospheric fields were

spatially filtered in order to see differences among the

various spatial scales. Figure 8 shows the time correla-

tion for the low-pass-filtered and thus large-scale field of

temperature (dry adiabatically reduced from 2m to sea

level) for October 2004. Before calculating the time

correlation, we selected all of the low wavenumbers up

to total wavenumber 25 so that a low-pass-filtered field

remained. Figure 8 displays the time correlation of ex-

periment T42_pa_t10_dy with ERA-Interim. In most

regions the time correlation exceeds a value of 0.75,

which shows that the ECHAM6 results are close to the

reference reanalysis. However, over tropical oceans the

time correlation is close to zero or even negative. These

results may indicate that ECHAM6 has deficiencies in

correctly reproducing the boundary layer temperature

FIG. 7. (a) NCEP-1 temperature reduced dry adiabatically from

2m to sea level at 0000UTC 30 Jan 2004; the color scale is from 225

to 325K in increments of 10K. (b) Difference between ECHAM6

with spectral nudging (experiment T42_pa_t10_dy) and NCEP-1;

the color scale is from 235K to 135K in increments of 10K.

(c) Difference between ECHAM6 without spectral nudging and

NCEP-1; the color scale is as is in (b).
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in these regions. As suggested by Bauer (2000), it can be

presumed that ECHAM cannot resolve weather phe-

nomena such as the inner tropical convergence zone and

its embedded convective processes close to the equator.

However, these negative values can also stem from the

different reanalyses showing weak correlations between

them. Note that locally negative correlation values are

to be expected if small field samples are random.

Figure 9 shows spatially filtered temperature reduced

dry adiabatically from 2m to sea level at 0000 UTC

30 January 2004 for ERA-Interim, NCEP-1, the spec-

trally nudged ECHAM6 experiment T42_pa_t10_dy,

and nonnudged ECHAM6 for Europe. Also shown are

unfiltered sea level pressure isobars. Wavenumbers

were selected (corresponding to a gridpoint distance

ranging from 300 to 380 km) for the 2-m temperature

field so that a bandpass-filtered regional temperature

field resulted. Feser (2006) suggested such a selection

of regional scales in order to detect potential added

value of a higher-resolution climate model simulation

in comparison to its coarser forcing data. ERA-Interim

shows low pressure systems over the Norwegian Sea,

the southern tip of Sweden, and Italy while a high oc-

curs over central France. The low pressure systems are

all well captured by NCEP-1 and ECHAM6 with

spectral nudging. The central pressures of these lows

are somewhat smaller in the nudged ECHAM6, which

can possibly be explained by the high model resolution.

The regional temperature anomalies of ERA-Interim were

also reproduced by ECHAM6 with spectral nudging. In

some regions a higher degree of agreement with ERA-

Interim can be seen compared with NCEP-1. For

example, the warm anomaly east of Great Britain is too

high in NCEP-1 compared to ERA-Interim while

ECHAM6 reproduces this anomaly with the correct

amplitude. At other locations ECHAM6 is closer to

NCEP-1 as can be seen, for example, in the cold

anomaly at 758N and 58W (close to the northwestern

boundary of the map).

The nonnudged ECHAM6 experiments reveal large

differences in the sea level pressure and temperature

distributions in comparison to ERA-Interim. For the

spectrally nudged simulation this internal model vari-

ability and the dependence on the initial conditions is

greatly reduced.

f. Similarity for different spatial scales

To analyze the similarity between two datasets, the

similarity measure first proposed by von Storch et al.

(2000) and later used by Liu et al. (2012) is an appro-

priate statistical method. This measure is given by

P(t)5 1 2
h[C(r, t)2C*(r, t)]2i

hC(r, t)2i , (5)

where r denotes the position vector, C a model field var-

iable, C* the corresponding global forcing field variable

(here NCEP-1), and h�i the global average. The similarity

was calculated for the large-scale field part that covers the

nudged spectral range and for the regional-scale field part,

which includes wavenumbers larger than nnudge. These

measures are referred to as Pg and Pr, respectively. The

calculations of similarity were done in spectral space. For a

spectrally nudged dataset, Pg should be close to 1 as the

FIG. 8. Time correlation of 2-m temperature reduced dry-adiabatically from 2m to sea level,

(low-pass filtered) during October 2004 between ECHAM6 experiment T42_pa_t10_dy and

ERA-Interim.
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nudging brings the fields close to the global forcing data.

The measure Pr should differ substantially from 1 as at

these local scales, themodel should deviate clearly from its

forcing data in order to shownew, regional features (which

could not be resolved in the forcing reanalysis) and thus

potential added value. This potential added value could be

verified with suitable observational data or with reanalysis

data having a higher resolution.

FIG. 9. Spatially filtered temperature reduced dry adiabatically from 2m to sea level at the regional scale (color

shading, K) and unfiltered sea level pressure (contours with interval of 5 hPa) at 0000UTC 30 Jan 2004 for (top left)

ERA-Interim, (top right) NCEP-1, (bottom left) spectrally nudged ECHAM6 experiment T42_pa_t10_dy, and

(bottom right) nonnudged ECHAM6.
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Figure 10 shows time series of Pg and Pr for the vor-

ticity field at 500 hPa of the experiment T42_pa_t10_dy.

Both parameters show almost no trend while Pg is al-

most constant at a value close to 1. Therefore, the

spectral nudging effectively dampens large deviations

from theNCEP-1 vorticity field in the nudged part of the

spectrum. On the contrary, the regional-scale part of the

spectrum features fluctuations and its mean value is 0.16,

showing that ECHAM is simulating its own regional

weather states. Tables 4–6 contain the time-averaged

similarities for various experiments at the different

model levels. We see that the e-folding time has a strong

impact on the Pg value in the parabolic nudging profile

experiments (T42_pa_tx_dy; see Table 4).

An e-folding time larger than 100min leads to a dra-

matic drop in similarity at the 500-hPa level and a time of

5000min leads to negative values, as such long e-folding

times correspond to a nonnudged state. The simi-

larity is smaller at 1000 hPa, which shows the limited

influence of the spectrally nudged upper-level flow

on the large-scale flow close to the surface where no

nudging was applied. The plateau-shaped height

distribution of T42_pl_tx_dy (Table 5) leads to higher

agreement between ECHAM6 and NCEP-1 than the

parabolic profile (see Table 4). The similarity for the

plateau profile relative to the parabolic profile is up to

24% higher for Pg and up to 22% higher for Pr for an

e-folding time of 100min. The larger similarity of Pg was

rated as being more important than the negative effect

of a larger similarity of Pr, which decreases the potential

added value of the ECHAM6 results.

Table 6 shows the similarity values for the ECHAM6

configuration of Jeuken et al. (1996) and Kaas et al.

(2000), which include a height-independent spectral

nudging up to T42 and an e-folding time of more than

100min (time is a variable dependent; see Table 2). Ad-

ditional nudging of the divergent part of the horizontal

wind leads to higher values of Pr at 200 and 500hPa.

Subjoining the temperature to the group of nudging

quantities only yields another increase in small-scale

similarity, but adding the nudging variable pressure re-

sults in a decrease of Pr. The dependency on variables is

similar for the parabolic nudging profile (not shown).

Compared to the plateau and parabolic profiles, which

use no nudging close to the surface, the height-constant

nudging shows higherPg values at 1000hPa, andPr is also

increased. This indicates that the desired feature of high

values for Pg may go along with larger similarities at the

regional scale and thus have less potential added value.

We recommend not nudging all the way down to the

surface, as the model needs some freedom, especially

close to the ground, to generate regional weather systems.

FIG. 10. The large- and small-scale similarities, Pg (dark blue)

and Pr (light blue), respectively, between the nudged ECHAM6

vorticity fields (run T42_pa_t10_dy) at 500 hPa and the corre-

sponding NCEP-1 data.

TABLE 4. The large and small-scale similarities Pg (left) and Pr

(right) between the vorticity in ECHAM6 and the corresponding

NCEP-1 data for different e-folding times t (min) and pressure

levels (hPa) for experiments T42_pa_tx_dy for a parabolic nudging

profile.

T42_pa_tx_dy 250 hPa 500 hPa 1000 hPa

t5.5 10.99/10.21 10.99/10.17 10.60/10.07

t10 10.99/10.21 10.98/10.16 10.56/10.03

t50 10.98/10.19 10.89/10.09 10.43/20.06

t100 10.95/10.13 10.79/10.00 10.33/20.18

t500 10.54/20.42 10.19/20.35 20.10/20.35

t5000 20.39/20.51 20.52/20.39 20.48/20.45

TABLE 5. As in Table 4, but for experiment T42_pl_tx_dy for

a plateau-shaped nudging profile. The entries with an em dash (—)

indicate that no simulation was performed with the corresponding

e-folding time.

T42_pl_tx_dy 250 hPa 500 hPa 1000 hPa

t5.5 — — —

t10 10.99/10.11 10.99/10.17 10.61/10.12

t50 10.99/10.23 10.99/10.20 10.65/10.12

t100 10.98/10.23 10.98/10.18 10.57/10.04

t500 — — —

t5000 — — —

TABLE 6. The large- and small-scale similarities Pg (left) and

Pr (right) between the vorticity in ECHAM6 and the corresponding

NCEP-1 data for different nudging variables and height levels in

T42_vc_techam_x as given in Jeuken et al. (1996) and Kaas et al.

(2000) for different pressure levels.

T42_vc_techam_x 250 hPa 500 hPa 1000 hPa

y 10.93/10.15 10.92/10.15 10.87/10.18

dy 10.93/10.17 10.92/10.17 10.87/10.19

dyt 10.95/10.23 10.94/10.21 10.89/10.23

dytp 10.95/10.22 10.94/10.20 10.89/10.20
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We also investigated the effect of the truncation

wavenumber nnudge on similarity in Tx_pa_t10_dy at the

250- and 500-hPa levels (not shown). At 1000hPa, Pg

increases with decreasing truncation. The Pr values de-

crease with decreasing truncation wavenumber. This is

not surprising, as the spectrum part, where the model

can freely evolve, becomes larger as nnudge decreases.

This is in agreement with the findings of Liu et al. (2012)

based on a regional model.

g. Comparisons between nudged ECHAM6,
NCEP-1, and DWD local observation data

In this section the added value of the global dynamical

downscaling method will be discussed by analyzing the

near-surface quantities 2-m temperature (T2M), 10-m

wind speed (W10M), and total precipitation. By com-

paring the spectrally nudged ECHAM6 data and obser-

vation data, provided by the German Weather Service

[Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD)], the degree of agree-

ment was evaluated. To compare the time series, the grid

points adjacent to selected observation stations were

linearly interpolated to the exact coordinates of the ob-

servation site. For our study theHamburgAirport station

(at 11m above sea level) in northern Germany was cho-

sen. The highest time correlation (hereafter tc) values are

about 0.93 and were obtained from the experiment

T42_vc_techam_dy in which the height-independent

nudging profile was prescribed. This is because the sta-

tion data were assimilated in NCEP-1 and thus nudging

all the way down to the ground leads to the highest cor-

relations (though it may suppress the formation of re-

gional details). For the experiments without nudging of

the boundary layer, the highest tc with 0.92 is shown for

T30_pl_t50_dy. Figure 11b shows time series of T2M for

this configuration and the observational data. The

agreement between these experiments is large except for

some deviation in mid-October. Additional nudging of

temperature and the logarithm for surface pressure or

nudging up to T62 with all variables does not improve the

tc (not shown). In addition to tc, the Brier skill score

(BSS) was calculated, which is given by

BSS5

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

12
[C(t)2C

0
(t)]2

[C*(t)2C
0
(t)]2

if
[C(t)2C

0
(t)]2

[C*(t)2C
0
(t)]2

# 1

[C*(t)2C
0
(t)]2

[C(t)2C
0
(t)]2

21 if
[C(t)2C

0
(t)]2

[C*(t)2C
0
(t)]2

. 1

.

(6)

The overbar denotes a time average and the index o

indicates the observation data. The BSS is a statistical

term that describes the quality of two datasets in com-

parison to a reference dataset (Winterfeldt et al. 2011).

Here, we compare nudged ECHAM6 data (C), NCEP-1

(C*), and as reference DWD observation data (C0). In

contrast to tc, the BSS additionally describes the simi-

larity between the considered datasets, as the amplitude

of their variations is taken into account. A positive value

of the BSS means that there is better agreement between

ECHAM6 and the observation data than between

NCEP-1 and the observation data. A negative value de-

scribes the opposite case. For BSS 5 0, both ECHAM6

and NCEP-1 show the same level of agreement with re-

gard to themeasureddata. The experimentT30_pl_t50_dy,

illustrated in Fig. 11b, has a BSS of 20.11. In Fig. 11a

the temporal evolution of the temperature, arising from

FIG. 11. Time series of 2-m temperature (K) in 6-h intervals for

October 2004 at the Hamburg Airport for DWD data (light blue)

and the nonnudgedECHAM6 simulation (dark blue). (b)As in (a),

but with the dark blue curve showing the results of the ECHAM6

simulation using the plateau-shaped nudging profile for vorticity

and divergence at T30 truncation (T30_pl_t50_dy).
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the non-nudging experiment, shows, in some parts, an

opposing trend. This fact is reflected clearly by a low tc

of 0.21 and a BSS of 20.91. Generally, the non-nudging

simulation is of comparable quality as the well-known

and frequently performed AMIP runs.

Table 7 presents the BSS and tc results for the 2-m

temperature time series for various nudging time scales.

Both BSS and tc have their maxima at a nudging time

scale of 50min for the parabolic nudging profile. How-

ever, for the plateau-shaped nudging profile, the BSS is

higher for an e-folding time of 100min although the tc

shows its maximum at 50min. Table 8 shows the same

quantities as Table 7, but for various truncations of the

nudging wavenumber instead of the nudging time scale.

Here, we can also deduce an optimal value for the

truncation, which is the total wavenumber 30. This also

holds for the plateau profile.

The experiments with vertically constant nudging

show the highest tc (0.90) also for 10-m wind at the

Hamburg Airport station. Experiment T30_pl_t50_dy

shows slightly smaller correlations. Figure 12a shows the

temporal evolution of the wind speed of the non-

nudging experiment. Similar to the 2-m temperature,

little agreement with the observational data is found.

This fact is reflected clearly by a low tc 5 0.15 and

BSS520.82. Figure 12b displays the time series of 10-m

wind speed (W10M) of the spectrally nudged experi-

ment T30_pl_t50_dy and the observations. In contrast to

T2M, the observational data for wind speed show

stronger fluctuations and values around 11ms21. The

fluctuations are smaller for the ECHAM6 simulation. In

mountainous areas the smoothing of steep orography in

the model leads to deficiencies in the simulation results

because of different height levels compared to the ob-

servational data (not shown).

Tables 9 and 10 show the BSS and tc for W10M. For

the parabolic nudging profile the optimum configura-

tion shifts to shorter e-folding times and higher trun-

cation wavenumbers. However, in the case of a

plateau-shaped nudging profile, the optimal nudging

time scale is still 50min and a truncation wavenumber

of 42 is optimal. Furthermore, the BSS for wind speed

is much higher for the plateau-shaped profile than for

the parabolic example. In addition, there are no

NCEP-1 reanalysis data for the highest ECHAM6

levels; therefore, at these levels no spectral nudging

should be applied, which is the case in the plateau

profile. Therefore, the results of this time series anal-

ysis suggest using the plateau-shaped nudging profile

to gain the best results.

TABLE 7. BSS and tc of the 2-m temperature (K) during October

2004 at the Hamburg Airport for various nudging time scales x for

the experiments T42_pa_tx_dy and T42_pl_tx_dy.

t5.5 t10 t50 t100 t500 t5000

T42_pa_tx_dy

BSS 20.23 20.27 20.12 20.21 20.76 20.86

tc 10.89 10.88 10.90 10.89 10.61 10.46

T42_pl_tx_dy

BSS — 20.22 20.21 20.04 — —

tc — 10.89 10.91 10.92 — —

TABLE 8. BSS and tc of the 2-m temperature (K) during October

2004 at the Hamburg Airport for various nudging truncations x in

the experiments Tx_pa_t10_dy and Tx_pl_t10_dy.

T62 T42 T30 T21 T11 T05

Tx_pa_t10_dy

BSS 20.27 20.27 20.08 20.45 20.72 20.92

tc 10.84 10.88 10.90 10.84 10.67 10.08

Tx_pl_t10_dy

BSS 20.17 20.22 20.10 20.49 — 20.90

tc 10.90 10.89 10.91 10.84 — 10.15

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for the 10-m wind (m s21).
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Large-scale and convective precipitation turns out to

be a very sensitive quantity with regard to varying

nudging configurations. Time series of daily precipitation

sums for DWD observations and nudged ECHAM6 data

showed higher tc’s for plateau-shaped nudging profiles

than for the parabolic form. Increasing the truncation

wavenumbers ($T21) or decreasing the e-folding times

(t # 100min) leads to an increase in the tc from 0.41 to

0.87. The higher the nudging strength, the stronger is the

decrease in precipitation. The best agreement at Ham-

burg Airport between observations and nudged ECHAM6

data was found for the experiment T42_pl_t50_dy.

Adding surface pressure to the nudging variables vortic-

ity and divergence generally reduces the tc. Adding

temperature to the wind in the nudging process may

cause more issues because the phase change of water and

onset of various microphysical processes will be influ-

enced by a number of temperature and relative humidity

thresholds (Zhang et al. 2014). Figure 13a shows the

precipitation time series atHamburgAirport for the non-

nudging experiment while Fig. 13b displays the same for

experiment T30_pl_t50_dy. Figure 13a indicates no cor-

relation between the two time series in the case without

nudging but Fig. 13b reveals that spectral nudging yields

much better agreement. There, the tc amounts to 0.68 but

the BSS is only 20.68. The low BSS mainly results from

the overestimation of the daily precipitation sum.NCEP-1

reveals too small precipitation values (see gray curve in

Fig. 13b), presumably because of the coarse model resolu-

tion. It seems that the choice of wavenumber and e-folding

time in the nudging process plays an important role in

achieving more realistic precipitation amounts. Generally,

relatively weak nudging strength is recommended for

RCMs (Shan et al. 2012) to obtain a better spatial and

temporal distribution of precipitation and to avoid the

suppression of extreme precipitation events. We think that

shorter e-folding times are necessary for GCMs to achieve

results similar to those from RCMs because of the lack of

lateral boundary control.

For global precipitation fields, NCEP-1 displays

smooth structures in the precipitation regions while

ECHAM6 is capable of reproducing small-scale features

such as frontal rainbands or tropical storms (not shown).

A comparison with ERA-Interim shows closer agree-

ment with ECHAM6 than with NCEP-1 for the pre-

cipitation patterns, but the precipitation peak values are

larger in ECHAM6 than in ERA-Interim. Figure 14

displays the global time correlation field between

TABLE 9. BSS and tc of the 10-m wind (m s21) during October

2004 at the Hamburg Airport for various nudging time scales x in

the experiments T42_pa_tx_dy and T42_pl_tx_dy.

t5.5 t10 t50 t100 t500 t5000

T42_pa_tx_dy

BSS 20.14 20.09 20.46 20.32 20.71 20.79

tc 10.84 10.84 10.73 10.77 10.42 10.25

T42_pl_tx_dy

BSS — 20.11 20.03 20.22 — —

tc — 10.84 10.86 10.83 — —

TABLE 10. BSS and tc of the 10-m wind (m s21) during October

2004 at the Hamburg Airport for various nudging truncations x in

the experiments Tx_pa_t10_dy and Tx_pl_t10_dy.

T62 T42 T30 T21 T11 T05

Tx_pa_t10_dy

BSS 20.12 20.09 20.12 20.20 20.80 20.86

tc 10.84 10.84 10.83 10.82 10.07 10.06

Tx_pl_t10_dy

BSS 10.08 20.11 20.23 20.37 — 20.83

tc 10.85 10.84 10.82 10.78 — 10.06

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 11, but for total precipitation (kgm22) in

daily intervals. For comparison, the NCEP-1 time series (gray)

was added.
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experiment T30_pl_t50_dy and ERA-Interim for the

6-hourly precipitation sums in October 2004. A high

correlation of up to 90% can be observed in the extra-

tropical region. However, the precipitation correlation

becomes negative in some tropical regions.

h. Evaluation of Typhoon Tokage

In this section the structure, strength, and position of

Typhoon Tokage were studied dependent on different

nudging configurations in ECHAM6. Based on the best-

track data provided by the JapanMeteorologicalAgency,

the typhoon appeared on 10 October 2004 and lasted

until 23 October. After the beginning as a tropical

depression near Mariana Islands (14.98N, 145.18E), it

underwent a rapid deepening 3 days later.On 17October,

Tokage reached its strongest phase before the storm hit

Japan on 20 October. The typhoon caused large damage

on land before it transformed into an extratropical cy-

clone. Figure 15a shows the NCEP-1 vorticity field at the

lowest model level on 18 October. For a coarse spatial

resolution such as the one used in the reanalysis, tropical

cyclones are often characterized by weaker vorticity,

weaker wind speed values, and higher central pressures in

comparison to the observations. Tokage showed a nearly

circular structure with highest vorticity values of 2.4 3
1024 s21 in NCEP-1 on 19 October 2004 (Fig. 15a). How-

ever, best-track data locate the minimum surface pressure

of 940hPa on 17 October. NCEP-1 has a minimum of

984hPa 2 days later and the center location of the storm

coincides well with the observations (29.18N, 129.48E).
The number of detected cyclones and their temporal

developments of wind speed and core pressure in the

ECHAM simulations were evaluated by applying a

tracking algorithm in order to analyze how well the

various nudging configurations lead to a realistic model

representation of meteorological phenomena at all

scales. The most realistic simulation in ECHAM6 for

this intense storm was achieved when using a truncation

at total wavenumber 30, an e-folding time of 50min,

and a plateau-shaped vertical profile (T30_pl_t50_dy;

Fig. 15b). Even though the observed SLP values are

never reached in ECHAM (minimum 966hPa) and

there is a time lag as in NCEP-1, the new hindcast adds

value in comparison to its forcing reanalysis data.

5. Summary, discussion, and conclusions

In this sensitivity study, we have investigated the de-

pendence of simulated global atmospheric fields on

spectral nudging by modifying its configuration in the

global circulation model ECHAM6 (T255L95). For

dynamical downscaling, the spectral nudging method

was applied to nudge global model fields toward the

corresponding large-scale fields from the NCEP-1 re-

analysis data. It is one of the first studies to apply and

systematically evaluate the spectral nudging in a global

model and the first to use various height profiles and

selective nudging of different wavenumbers both in the

zonal and meridional directions. The aim was to find the

most suitable nudging configuration at a high spatio-

temporal resolution by using various truncation options,

height profiles for the nudging coefficient, e-folding

times, and choices of nudging variables. The evaluation

is based on comparison of high-resolution ECHAM6

FIG. 14. Global time correlation of 6-hourly precipitation sums (kgm22) during October 2004

between ECHAM6 with the nudging configuration T30_pl_t50_dy and ERA-Interim.
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results with observational station data and reanalysis

data using various statistical measures, namely correla-

tion in wavenumber space, similarity, Brier skill score

(BSS), time correlation (tc), and RMSE.

We demonstrated that spectral nudging of ECHAM6

works efficiently by successfully reducing global

differences in 2-m height temperature in the NCEP-1

dataset in comparison to ECHAM6 without nudging.

The effectiveness of the application of spectral nudging

was shown in a wavenumber spectrum, which displays a

visible high correlation between the NCEP-1 forcing

data and the nudged ECHAM6 data with regard to the

500-hPa vorticity field. The shape of the vertical nudging

profile also proved to be important for the properties of

the reconstructed dataset. The parabolic nudging height

profile shows higher similarity profiles both for large and

small scales than are found for the plateau-shaped case.

The height-independent nudging profile, prescribed by

the ECHAM6 configuration used by Jeuken et al.

(1996), delivers the highest values of the large-scale

similarity Pg in the boundary layer. But high values of

the regional-scale similarity Pr indicate that the gener-

ation of small-scale processes may be inhibited as a re-

sult of the very strong nudging control exerted on the

GCM. The energy spectrum between nudged ECHAM6

and NCEP-1 coincides particularly well for the nudged

wavenumbers and shows merely weak dependence on

the choice of truncation wavenumbers and e-folding

times. The highest BSS for the 2-m height temperature

at the Hamburg Airport station was achieved with a

configuration that used an e-folding time of 50min and a

truncation at total wavenumber 30 for the parabolic and

plateau-shaped profiles. Analyzing the 2-m tempera-

ture fields at the large spatial scales yields a high time

correlation with ERA-Interim. At the regional scale

the spectrally nudged ECHAM6 reproduces reasonably

well the corresponding spatial pattern of ERA-Interim

on certain dates, but without nudging, the patterns

deviate largely since the hindcast skill of the AMIP-

type simulation is limited. This indicates that at the

regional scale spectral nudging is required for a usable

reconstruction.

Evaluation of zonally averaged profiles for 850-hPa

temperature and 200-hPa wind speed divided into three

latitudinal zones (tropical and extratropical zones in the

Northern and SouthernHemispheres) showed high time

correlation values and small RMSEs in comparison to

the ERA-Interim reanalysis only for the extratropical

regions. Further analysis is needed to assess the reasons

for the low correlations in the tropics. Nevertheless, a

good representation of tropical cyclones like Typhoon

Tokage is achieved with the plateau-shaped nudging

profile and a time scale of 50min.

In summary, we found that the best results are ob-

tained by a spectral nudging configuration, including a

truncation at total wavenumber 30, an e-folding time of

50min, nudging of the variables vorticity, and di-

vergence combined with a plateau-shaped nudging

profile. This time scale is only about half the value

FIG. 15. Vorticity fields (contour interval is 0.5 3 1024 s21) for

Typhoon Tokage at maximum strength in NCEP-1 at 1800 UTC

19 Oct 2004 for (a) NCEP-1 and (b) ECHAM6 spectrally nudged

with the plateau profile (T30_pl_t50_dy).
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suggested to be optimal for an RCM with a parabolic

nudging height profile (von Storch et al. 2000). There-

fore, we conclude that in global models a stronger

spectral nudging than in RCMs should be applied, pre-

sumably because they lack the lateral sponge zones that

offer additional adaptability to the driving dataset and

thus considerable control of the forcing data. We

performed a long-term ECHAM6 simulation at a reso-

lution of T255 for the last 67 yr using the here-

determined nudging configuration.1 With this hindcast

simulation, computed with an unchanged model system

over time, we try to achieve realistic weather phenom-

ena at most spatial and temporal scales in order to study

their long-term changes. So far, we have concentrated

on short time scales because of the computation time

constraint. It would be very interesting to analyze the

effects of spectral nudging on meteorological circula-

tions of various spatial scales like monsoons, ENSO, or

the NAO. It would also be tempting to apply the spectral

nudging technique in a global coupled atmosphere–

ocean model to see its impact on the ocean circulation.

Indeed, Herrmann and Somot (2008) found a high im-

pact of spectral nudging in open-ocean convection

driven by a spectrally nudged regional atmospheric

model. The spectral resolution of T255 is still too small

to resolve intense mesoscale vortices like tropical cy-

clones (Bengtsson et al. 2007). Therefore, additional

benefit from the global spectral nudging might arise

when the model is run at an even higher resolution,

which should be feasible in the future. Finally, we would

like to emphasize that the spectrally nudged hindcast

that was presented in this study, took only about 10%

more computation time than the AMIP-type setup and,

therefore, to achieve realistic simulations of the past

decades, we recommend using this configuration.
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